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Reflections on Sport:Psychology and the OlympIc Athlete

I read with great in erest the papers presented at the Skidmore

College Conference. The ideas contained in these papers were especially

1 exciting in light of the events'of the times. In the aftermath of the.
"

-

Winter Games and amid the turmoil surrounding the Summer Olympics.I am

struck by the sheer enormity of the Olympic movement and the number of

-

-people it affects. For insthnce, the unexpected victory in ice hockey

;,gave Americans a special chance to celebrate as a country. .The'hockey

. team's special triumph as Pete Axthelm (1980) so aptly put- it, was that

-

this young American team "made us suspend our disbelief and root for the

,impossible" (p. 69). As the real life drama unfolded, it was particularly

.entertainirl to mg.since this 'unforeseen outcome had caught.the news

media off guard before-they could ruin it with their monotonous rhetoric

and "TV-hype." Instead, as the seconds ticked away in the U.S:-Soviet

Game, announcer Al MiChaels simply .shouted, "Do you believe in miracles."'

At the buzzer he cried, "Yes!," and a nation agreed with him. That was,

I believe, their special triumph which at the.same time vividly demonstraed

the brighter side of what the Olympics can signify at times.

The coaches and athletes were understandhbly proud, but those who

indirectly contributedi, including parents, friends, physical education
\..

teachers, youth sport coaches, sport administrators, sport scie4.ists,

'e'quipment manufacturers, and perhaps even a feW sport psychologists,

4

undoubtedly felt a sense of pride in their accomplishments. From this
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.""thfill.of victory" to thecurrent "agonyh contemplating not going to

2

Moscow," these same groups are visably*depressed over the plight of

perica'a athletes (A.clinical sport psychologist would have a field\day

titaking,depression at the Olympic, Training Center in Colorado Springs).

.As Britain's D rek,Johnson, former Olympic silver medalist, resent-
.

fully put it:

'If the government had taken other serious measures against !

the Russians they w6uld 'have had much stronger support
from us Ehe,athletei]., As it is, they are making a
to en gesture - and we resent being that token. (p. 68)

the Olymp- boycott being used aS an opiate to calm the mases

while it is "business as-usual" with-the Sovietg in the economic and ,

politicalsEperes that,are unrelated to ti;e Olympics? In other words,

are the British and American citizens displaying a lorm of false con-

\

seiousness in the name of patriotism'? If the answers to these questions

are "yes," then what is being done about this? Carol Ogelsby, in'her

insightful reaction to Rainer Martens' aper (page

k

of this voluM9),

questions the lack of involvement of sport scientists, and I would als6
....

add physical'educators and coaches, in the .dialog ebetween social

theory and publicibolicy. Most of us knowthe pesition of the D*.S.

A Olympic.Committee, but what is the position of'odr othef physical educe-

tion and sport professional organizations/societies? If, as Ogelsbyx

maintafns, the basic tenet of Olympism is to'"bring to the attentionlfs
-

4

the world that Xnationa,l. program in physical training and sport will

not only develop stronger but better and happier citizens," then a

boycott of the Moscow Olympics 114% 9onsiderably wider significance for

the physical education ind sport ooMmunity. Given the current vascilation
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on thepart'of other nations to support the boycott of the Moscow Olympics,

it appears more and more'likely that the only'real losers in.the 1980

Summer Olympic will be the U.S. athletes. I second Ogelsby's .call for

greater involvemeilt of sport scientists in forming public policy, and

commend the orgabizers of the Skidmore .Conference for having the fore-
.,

sight to proviae a public forum to discuss diyergent views on national

and internationai policy.relevant to the Olythpics and sport participa-
.

1
tion in general.

I would like to turn now to an example from our Ain research on

Olympic-level rifle and pistolt shooters to Illusttate how sport scien-

p_sts can be involved in influencing policy for Olympic athletes. This

particular policy problem was raised in Uriel Simri's paper (see
4

page of
1

this voluthe). Backed by the opinions of several sport scientists, dnd

members of the European, Shooting Federatio0(Predesc 1978), the IOC

\ r
f-ogramme ComMittee has pro osed that beginning with the-1984 Los Angeles.

,

,

Games there Re separatt sho ting events for woMen.. Without presenting

I

,

1

any data to support their pinions, the Europeans argue that due to

physical' and psychological differences between the seXes, women are at a

disadvantage relative to m The decision by the IQC,was that three

events would be.set aside 'for women (compared to the eight for men) , and

these women's events would be different from those of men (i.e., Shorter

.dutation of cothpetition, lighter rifles, and one-half the number of shots).

By/no long r allowing mixed-sex teams, this legislation will have.Che

effect of Iarring all women.whose events do not correspond to the three

women's eve s, and by changing Che course of fire, it would-make
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\

the perfprmances in the'same men and momen's events incomparable. At
t

t.11 present time the°World champion'in free rifle is'a woman, and in the

United States the rergning NCAA small-bore champion is a woman., The IOC

d.

4

decisicon met with' trong oppositionfrom the U.S. Women's International

1

Rifle AssOciation and an appeal has 'been made by tile Union Internationale

:de Tir (b.I.T.) to reinstate mixed-sex competition for the events not

designated "for women only."

Because we ha& collected extensive,data on the p ysical, psycholo-

gical,-and.psych4Afiological charactsaistics of over 120 elite rifle
. I

and pistol shooters,
2
we were asked if we might like to respond to the

nine points raised by the Europeltns. With the thelp of graduate stud4t

Lauren A..Doyle, we Submitted a 12-page report to Marie Alkire, U.S.

represelltative to the U.I.T. Women's Cpmmittee, who presented It in

February 1980 at "the U.I.T. me4ing in Mexico City (Alkire,- Note 1).

OUr own research findings, in a&dition to general scientific findings,.

d*rived from a literature reyiod, negated all of the nine points men-
,

eioned. For example, the Europeans correctly,pointed ouLthat women

generally have slower reactioltimes. Although.we did fyid that male

- I

shooters reacted faster, this 44as not a differentiating ftactor between

.average and elite rifle shootes. Opr data also refuted he argument

that female shooterg haVe more difficulty in coping with recbmpetitive

,

stresS. Except lor having higher heart rates, the femal shooters

reported approximately .the samelstate- and-trait-anXiety evels as, male

shooters. Overall, our data, as well qs other,sdientific information
.4

(

"' I

reviewed, 'suppo ed the opinion of Renata Wischinski (1978 that women
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are physiologitally and psychologically capable of becominvexcellent

shooters. Let us hope that logic will AeVail and research findings

like these will eventuallY help lo shape:the "policy. climate" in these

international sport governing bodies.

In the remainder'of this papet,I would like to address some of the

impdrtant contemporary concerns of sport psychologists that are contained

in the very interesting paper by Rainer Martens (see p. of this volume).

I am basically in agreement with Martens as conceis the eventual role

that the educational and clinical sport psychologists may play in assist-

ing high-level athletes. I have some reservations, however, concerning

our capability at this.point in time in living up to the expectations

surrounding the psychological skills approach he advocates. I would

like to propose what I see as some of the obstacles that must be ovetcome

before educational sport,psychologists will be ready to institute a

truly beneficial-psychological skills training program. At the present

time my,intuition on the best path to choose appears to differ in certain

respects from that of Martens. Since one person's path is another's

maze, My approach will not please all .readers. Indeed, it would be

disappointing if it did, for it would imply agreement in areas full of

dissidence; hard4 representative of a freshpproach to long-standing

issues. Hopefully, a fresh approach to the psychological training of

elite athletes will emerge from this dialogue. Before proceeding to
fawn

discuss my recipe for improving'applied psychological research with

athletes, I will first present what:I consider to be the obstacles which

currently prevent us from fully realizing the applied potential of sport

psychology.

A
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Application of Psychology to Sport: Obstacles to Overcome

I agree with Martens and Ogelsby that ehere is a deplorable dearth

.of applied research on'Olympic athletes. It is important to briefly

examine what 1 consider to be the reasons why sport scientists have

failed to emphasize applied research. In the first place, sport research

is not a high priority for funding by federal agencies,- they do not

even fund the training of our athletes, so why fund supportive research.

This leaves the sport organizations, federations and societies as possi-

ble funding sources. Why have they been so reluctant to support applied

psychological research? I. think the answer is simple. By and large,

our body of knowledge in sport psychology is too theoreti4l to be of .

any real value to the individual athlete. As others in this volume

(Ogelsby, p. ; Balyi & O'Hara, p. ) point out, Vle North American

model has emphasized tNeory testing research. This state has ofeen been

a result of sport psychology programs which emphasize theory testing so

students can meet the requirements for a research-oriented Ph.D. degree.

In fact, much of the appliedresearch we have done with shooters would

not be appropria,te for a Ph.D. degree and could not be published in most

of our research journals. Few sport psychology programs offer an educa-

tional doctorate, and'among those that do, few students have yet to

become productive sport psychologists. As a result, our** theoretical

(basic) research in North Americ'a is unsurpassed, but the applied

research necessary for a delivery system has lagged far behind that of

the Europeans.
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I ami suggesting that the reason coaches and athletes gF so little

. ,

attrntion tO psychological training is that they see very meag r evi-

dence'to support,itS effedtiveness. It's not that they are so naive as

to think that psychological factors are ufiintportant; it'S just that

these factors kcannot be reliably controlled and manipulated to produce

powerful effects on performance. This is'the message I get from talking

.Focoqches at the Olympic Traininw nter.

An example of the rudimentary state of our knowledge of psychologi-

cal training was recently provided ion the TV series "America's Athletes

1980" (forMerly "Road to Moscow"). In this particular episode sport

psychologist Jean Coleman was interviewed concerning the autogenic

training techniques she was using with the British Olympic skeet shooters.

the three shooters interviewed, two thought this type of psychological

training was ineffective in prOducing better performance. They commented

that they wanted a fairly high-level of arousal for achieving maximum

performance and the,lowered arousal produced by autogenic training was

}
undesirabledk third'athlete said he would try anything to perfdrm

better. Why weren't'these athletes more optimistic. about the desirability

of psychological skills training? I think the answer lies in the naLure

of-the ap'plied research process which is still in its.infancy in,the

U.S. Firot, the procedures being used, including stress inoculation and

autogenic training, are still of unproven usefulness in the sport realm,

and second, even if they Were proven, there have been no provisions made

,foc scientific evaluation and diagnosis of specific problem areas. Let

me elaborate on this.

9
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The Need for Applied Research

It seems to me that before we can begin talking abhut delivery

systemg in which to teach psyChological skills to athletes, we need o

conduct applied resea'rch on elite athletes. Our problem ha's been that

quite often we don't.kiTow what factors are.asociated with good perfor-
-- 3

mance. Even if an irivestigAor finds some of the psyclyalogical charac-

teristics of elite performers',-most of these findings are at best only

rough indicators. They are typically not replicated, the effects are,
1:

often quite weak, and the findings generally describe the group rather

than patterns,of individual variability. In our wOrk with rifle ahooeers

some of these elit'e performers perform better when their heart rate is

high than when it is low, and other shooters display the opposite pattern.
4

This firiding is'in matked contrast to the claim by educational and

cliniCal psychologists (Coleman, 1977; Nideffer, in''press) who believe

that rifle shooters must have low heart rates to be suCcesgful. This

w
mistaken comlusiohas resulted from their applying general theories of

arousal to all athletes. WJthout knowing the physiological and psycholo-

'gical patterns associated with the best performances of given individual,

widespread application of anxiety reduction techniques such as autogenic

training and, stress ihoculation will meet with limited success.

We need to go beyond the typical studies in the psychological

literature which are cross-sectfOnal and which use group mean as the

solitary unit\of analysis. To my know4dge, we have no longitudinal

,
(

p ychological studies of elite athletes; therefore, it is not surprising
if. 41

that there are few proven psychological techniques that can be used to
$

enhance a given,athlete's performance. Hypnosis and operant conditioning
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may be,exceptions, but the former is only,effective for 30% of.the

population and the latter may insult the intelligence of elite athletes.

Ogelsby raises a'similar point in regard to the parKal Martens draws

between learning physical skills and psychological skills. Unlike-

psychological skills, motor learning factors such as feedVack, modeling,

and,practice.are rather strong variables'having an extensive theoretical

and applied research base.

the present time there appears to be at least three roles for

,

' sport psychologists: the sport scientist, wflo conducts theoretical and

applied research in sport psychology; the educational sport psycholo-

gist, who is trained in research and psychological skills packages for

direct application to athletes; and tile clJnical psychologist, whojis
-

licensed to treat individuals with psychological abnormalities. The

roles, training, and job opportunities for the sport scientist and

clinical psychologist are clearly distinguishable, but the boundarAeg

between these tOo and that of the educational sport psychologist are'

very yague. A ldrge part of the problem with the role of educational'

sport psychologist is lack'of scientific information on athletes for the

tecflniques they employ. Having such a scant Acnowledge base, 1,am not .

sure how "educational" the sport psychologist can be'at this time. Most

of the cognitive techniques have only recently been created and tt is

often asSumed tat they will automatically be applicable in sport gettings.

The question, h9wever, is whether psychological techniques qat have

'been besed on work with'pre-operative fears, test and speech anxieties

1 1
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and a variety of phobias (aqua,*agora, acro, etc.) can readily be extended ,

to sport? Certainly.we may wish to find out if they are. But if this

is the goal, it is. best achieved through the scietl-iflc method, and, as

such, I fail to see how the.educational sport psychologist is performing

a role that is different from.that of a sport scientit. It seems to me

that good, sound applied research is a necessary prerequisite before the

"Psychological Skills Training Program" can ever produce the performance

benefits outlined hy Martens.

piagnosing the Athlete's Problem

Another problem faced by the 'educational or clinical sport psy-
0,

.chorogist is knowing whether or not the athlete is experiencing a

psychological problem. -Too often athletes and coaches, whp are unable

to detect biomechanical, physiological, or 4ilk learning problems, will

automatically attribute poor performance to psychological factors. I

shad a shooter recently come to me for help. Her thought that if his

self-sonfidence could pe raised his performanc slump would disappear.

As I-questioned him it became apparent that h problem began when he

got a new*trigger.for his rifle. Now, was his problem really one of

self-confidence or did he need to m4ke modifications in his trigger and

his triggercontrol? Obviougly, u0Jig psychological skills to improve

his self=confidence was not,going 'to make his trigger better, but closer

examination of his triggex might hwee improved performance and self-
.

confidence.

Not being gunsmiths, we did not solve his, problem, but in another

shooter we were able to diagnose her problem Ald substantially improve
a

her performance. While monitoring this collegiate rifle shooter, our

j0.1
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psychophysiological equipment showed that she was taking a very'slight
i!

inhalation while pulling the trigger. In shooting you are toq.d repeatedly

to hold your,breath ..fo-at least ahalf-
,

after the:gun T6 fired in

. order to'.preverit movem'ent at the'tip of the barrel. The bad habit she

%

r
hadoacqnired was so ingrained that she took this visually undetectable

'inhalation on 20 cceffgecutiye shots with deliterioub performance reaTits.

.- .

Not knoWing.her error, sheatiributed the irratic perfftmance to lack of
? ir

T 1
. . .11

* 400' attentional control. While changlmg targets we infotmed her of the
- ,

- . .

problem and onthe next h. shots she improved,her'scoiJ'by 13 points.

.
,

V
Whis point differential resaltedfrom her cotrecting\the error on 15 of,

the last 20 Shots. Peedback of this klind has Obvious prctical signifi-
.

cance, and believe that errors can be completely elimina?ed by providing

shooters with.on7going, instantaneous biofeedback by means of an auditory

Signal, \
. A

:1,:
r

the above.tWo examples illUstrate, we need to do a much better

,

j015';Uo1ating the cause oE-te ithiete'siprobleM. Improper diagnosis
4 4

and' :a research base contribute Co the error rate of educational

and cl1à1 psychologists. Unless this is corrected, I believe that

Sport 'psychology will continue to be viewed by coaches and athletes as

more of a "gimmic" or "last resort" than a practically useful behavioral

science.

A. Recipe for improving the Application of Sport Psychology Knowledge

cor Olympic Athletes

Up to now I have painted a rather-dismal picturepf the current
j

state of the art for applied psychological research with Olympic athlkes.

It need mit this wazj In other countries, particularly in eastern

13
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44 4,

Europe, their applied nesearch efforts are much more advanced and we can
.

.

.

_learn a great deal.fnom.a closer inspection of their delivery 'sybtems.
. ,

-

In the first place, we muSt begin ta-establish an applied researA

12

base.. In most sports, surF scient4.04$ must get involVed in longitudinal
-...^,

.. ,,
.

research ddbigsed to gather normative data_on the types f yariakles
. 1

,thataret14up to be.important for effectivp performarice in a-given.

sport', Initial aservation and input'from_ca,ache6 and athretes will

provide an initial source foll,variables belieVed to-be impcirtant. bur

.r

experienceAn thi- approach hai been that a whole host of problem areas
_ .

have emerged, including tbose involving psychologiCal, Thysiological,
4

biomechanical, and motor learning variables. This is not suxprising

sincv few sports have been systematically(studied.

E

At this point sport psychologists can choose to either restrict

their,research to the psychological problems or make an attempt to wo,rk

";

with others to study all of the psychological, physiological, biomecbanical,

and motor learning problems in
.

their totality. This latter approaCh is

the one-that is most often used ifi the eastern European countries and one

that we have:found is.--most desired by-the U.S. coacties. Thft Eurokan

. ,

Sport psychblotists either have access to already existing normative

data'or they work cooperatively with a team of research specialists to

systematically gather this type of information. To my'ltnowledge this

V
appro9ch is currently being ms'e.4 with the U.S. ski team and has been

,used,with elite U.S. distance runners. What is important fn this "team

4

approach" is that the athlete's problems, rather than'the favestigator's

pet theory or psyChological technique, be studied. Normative data'of
V

.)
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ehis type is crucialfor the research team to have in order to understand

--

which-factors Contribute mosf to performance. 'In addition; this informa-
.

tion is essential to help the educational Or clinical sport,psychologist
^

assess whether the athlete's probieM is truly a psychological problem,

rather than-a physical.or biomechanical problem.

%
.

The type of intensive,, longitudinal study I am advocating Is not

easy. F.' C...tlage 4n (1979, ) Director of the Sports.Physiology Laboratory

at the'U.S. Olymp c Training Cehter, sunned it up as follows:

.

It often takes years of repetitive -even monotonous -
,

reseesich to accumulate enough valid, reliable data to
v7

4
. reach a.helpful conclusion,about some importarit aspect Of

. ',athletic function. I have studied skilled oarsmen for'
more than.ten years, and cmly recently has our research

lik
, .

group gathered enough data to project a physiological
profile for U.S. rowers.who aspire to codpete at the
internaCional level. (p. 106)

A i .

This in depth approaCh.does not leave/time for the spor'scientisl to be

. a generalist on all sports. To gain the typg of understanding I am

advocating greater specialization is required. It takes considerable

time to determine how male athletes in a given sport differ from female

.athletes, how elite performers dker,from sub-elite, how athletes in
\

some events differ from a,Oletes in other_ events, which techniques work

best in some situations, and with what type of athletes. Once information

'begins to it is essential that continual feedback is.given to

coaches and athletes and that the information is translated and Aissemi-

,
nated intelligibly in theappropriate publication outlet for the .sport

15
4
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e(studied. Only throUgh this continual d1aloie between coaches,

- 1
at,-etes, and gport researc rs can, new interpretat ons and insights

\, emerge .that,may eventuall lead to improved techniques.

" ".;After 2 years of research we are beginning to gain an understanding
N,Ife

of some of the physical, psychological, and psychophysiy1og4cal factors

tha discriminabe the elite rifle shooters from junior-level shooters

(Landers et al., 1980). We have other variables to examins with rifle

shooters and we have not even scratched the surface in understanding etie

14

factois contributing to,success in.pistol, skeet, trap-, and running boar
b

shooting. The knowledge gained along the way must be replicated and the

reliable findings incorporateein training programs that are,studied

-

over time with younger shooters. at is evident that this approach is

1
on-going, initially raising many more questions than answers.

r
At the same time that sport psychologists are involved in longitu-

dinal resear,ch yf the'type I have described, they shouldtalso be wofking

toward the scientific validation of psychological ski1.1.(13 programs. We

Aneed to know the conditions under i.ifich a given technlque is most bene-
,

e

ficial in maximizing the perfotmance and psychological well-beingof.the

, athlete. For example, will stress inoculation reduce an athlete's pre- .

=

-competitive anxiety? Is it equally effective for all types of,athletes

and for all tYpes of sports? How does it coMpare in effectiveness to

other anxiety reduction techniques? These questions need to be answered.

soon. Pue to the paucity of applied sport psychology research on athletes,

the research potential in this area is tremendous.

Within the framework I have described I questiOn the role of an

"educational sport psychologist." What is desperately needed in sport

1 6



psychology is people who are trained to do theoretical and applied :

-researcli with athletes-in order to7prol..ride the type of research finding's

have desdiibed. The application of a single untested technique 1.0 ,

premature. For the time being, I would like to,see the,educational

sport psychologist being first and foremost a good researcher who iS

motivated to apply findings to athletes, coaches, an& others. Eventually,

as more inforMation becomes available,-there may_be an

s)poi't 'psychologists. to .deVelop

pportdnity for

1

ntifically tested ps chological;

1\

skills training programs. In all liWI(ihood:however
/

.

they .will pOve to
..

.
..

be knowledgeable of many treatment programs and use th m as the situation
,

warrants. Furthermore, it wtll have to be determined if the role, cif the -

educational sport psyfhologi,st can be filled by paraprofessionals with

little or no scientific tra ing or by sport scientists who teceive

exter4ve,work in behavior therapy applied to athletes. I, of course,
.

prefer the Atter apprOach. All too often psychological skills are

taught by famous apiletes with little or no farmai psychology or

N

,

science training. ExceRt for having read the best selling books on ,

'self-hypnosis, imagery, and positive thinking, these paraprofessionals,

4

(or in some cases nonprpfessionals) lack the training necessary tor
, r

4v- .

objective assessment of the packages Iliey art

I would like to see educational spOt psychologists,formally educated

in accordance with the model proposed at the Boulder Conference in 1949'

(Reisman, 1976). This model, which included tiaining in scientific

theory and methodology as well as.psychological skills training, has

been adopted by most APA-approved clinical psychology programs. To te

certified as-an educational,sport psychologist, a Ph.D. should be obtained

17
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6
in a psychology-based program./ This program would include reSearCh and -*--)

theoretical baset of psychology, movement science, and an internship

tl?at provides experiences in applying 'psychological knowledge to problems

r-
athletes may be having. Of course, the 1.-ternship should be supervised

by-a licensed psychologistho has also published sport research and has

I.
expgrience in working with athletes.

I would like to see a professional certification developed similar

to that currently in use by the American Coll e of Sports Medicine for

certifying stress testing. The .certificate would.govern the use orthe

title "Eddtional Sport Psychologist." It has no legal meaning, but

(-)

from a professional standpoint eventually it would be necessary to be
\

certified in order to be employed as an educational sport psychol ist.

L believebthat this model will force many physical education-

trained sPort psychologists to wor1C more closely with clinical psycholo-
,

giSts in'the educatiOn.of this type of sport psychologist. The person

certified as.ameducational sport psychologist woUld haVe the research

skills necessary to conduct studies in this area. After all, regardless

of whether-they label°themselves as sport scigntists or educational.

spoTt psychologists, thgir academic reputations will stirl be based on"

the quality.of their theoretical and applied research. The educatital

spqrt psychologist tilined in the manner I hive described would be more .

RIP

likely.to offer scientifically unsubstantiated techniq4es as °experimental

in'`hature," rather than as panaceas to common problems ncountered by

athletes. In addition, this person could mOre readily recognize physical

or motor problems and psychological abnormal ties so the a.thlete could

be referred to physicians, kinesiologists, r clinical psychologists.

1
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I suspect that some aSpect of my recipe will be t with consider-

able resistance. It is npt a simplistic proposal and there are undoubtedly

easier ways to prepare educational sport psycholo_5ists. Some of the

\

problems associated with providing d supervised internship program and

team approach to sport s'cience rsearch can be solved through closer

I

ties with clilical pLychology f Culty as weIl as other experimental

psychologists and &port s4enti ts. Some U.S. programs are alfeady

movingwinthis direction and I suspect that it will not be long before

tiese programs are fully implemlented. I Must emphasize that I am
. .

i \
enthusiastic about a psychological skills apprOach with athletes provIded

,

it is based upon research and idministered by pompetent professionals.

!

Aa incTease in the.type of longitudinal Sport research I described

previously should produce a broader undetstamlling and we should eventual

expect to witness a sharp decline.in the number of.little studies beari4

little relation to each other. Moreov I suspect that the adoption of

the Boulder model will eventually lessep some of the distrust that,

A \

currently exists between sport scientists and those who claim to be

educational sport psychologists. A closer association betweesn sport

scientists and those practicing the art of psychology would increase the

likelihood of sport'Scientists establishing and maintaining ark interest

4
, in the real problems of athletic performance. The' professionally oriented

educational sport psychologist, on the other hand, would be more alert

to the need for assessing the methods employed by generatng and testing,

alternate deductions and hypotheses. If I am right, we may see a much

greater spirit of cooperation in the future,, and this should only help

to benefit the athletic community.

lr
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Footnotes

1. My remarks will focus on 'performance not because it is necessarily

. more important, but simply because)this is the dominant thrust in

sport psychology applied to elite athletes, and is.4,1so the domi-

nant thele of the sport psychology paPert in this volume.

2. This is a lOngitudinal study which is supported by a grant-in-aid

from ihe National Rifle Association. Thus far we have compared

data from 13 elite U.S. shooters, who have collectively obtained

43 individual and 84 team medals since 1964 in the Olympic Games

and World Shooting Championships, to a sample of 90 sub-elite and

Sunior-level rifle, pistol, skeet, and trap shooters (see Landers,

Christina, Hatfield, Daniels, & Doyle, 1960, for a review).

3. Some of our recent psychophysiological studies olyrifle shooters

have shown no consistent 'group wit,terns in the relatiOnship '6etween

heart rates tbefore,'during, and after shooting) and performance

'scores. Individual comparisons for 40 shots in either the kneelins

or standing positions showed that some shooters' performance was

i)k

..

better w n their heartvrates were low, whereas other shooters

0
performed best when their heart rate was high..

4. Tile average heart rate for all shooters (N = 22) was 97. They

actually raised their heart rates 22 bpm above their basal state

prior to shooting.



5. By psychology based I mean that the course work and training would

primarily, be psychological and sport psychological in nature. The

degree can be offered either by the Department:of Physical Educa-

tion or the Department of Psychology, just so long as it meets the

requirements necessary for certification.:
4

I
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